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Re-crating Procedure for the PS570 Series Ovens

1. Save all the Packing Materials sent with the original set of new ovens.  Remove the 4
small wooden blocks (stops) from the skid that the factory applied to keep the oven from
moving on the skid.  These wooden blocks will be reused in Step 6.  Remove the
wooden bridge that is nailed to the skid above the blower motor cover.  This will be
reused as well in Step 8.

2. Locate and properly position the
wooden ‘Ladder’.  There is a front
and a back.  See Photo 3251
showing the rear (two boards
adjacent to each other).  Lower
oven on to “Ladder” so the oven
fits outside the 4 wooden strips.

3. Locate and properly position
the wooden ‘Butterfly’.  This
piece is very heavy.  The
recessed section fits against
the rear of the oven.  See
Photo 3262.  The two thickness
of wood is the top.  Carefully
position Butterfly on rear of
oven and center left to right.
Photo 3259.

Photo 3251

Photo 3262

Photo 3259
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4. Add nine (9) corner protection(s) and add 3 bands at areas shown.  Front should look
like Photo 3209.

5. Locate and properly position the wooden ‘skid’.  There is a front and rear.  See Photo
3263.  Safely rotate Strapped Oven, Ladder and Butterfly onto Skid.  See photos 3225,
and 3226.  Using a crowbar as
a lever, safely and carefully
move the oven so the vertical
ladder is flush with the edge of
the skid and each motor cover
is about the same distance
from the end(s) of the skid.

Photo 3209

Photo 3263

Photo 3225Photo 3226
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6. With 2 blocks of wood, nail them inside the ladder to the skid, nail two blocks of wood
against the butterfly to the skid.  This will keep the oven from moving on the skid.  See
Photos 3234 and 3235.

7. Add the base pad (with eyelet up) and 54” gas pipe and add three (3) bands around the
whole assembly.  This oven will also accept the conveyor, the stainless steel tops, and
two cardboard boxes (Installation Kit, Rear Stop, End Stop, Loose Gas Pipes, Legs and
Casters….)

8. Add the conveyor with one end in the folded position, add the three sided “wooden
bridge” that fits around the motor cover and nail it to the skid, add the two cardboard
boxes of loose parts (the heaviest box should rest on top of the wooden bridge, add the
box with the stainless steel top(s) against the
single thickness area of the conveyor.  Use
shipping tape to keep the box with the top(s)
and conveyor in position.  See photos 3241
and 3244.

Photo 3234 Photo 3235

Photo 3244

Photo 3241
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9. Shrink wrap the complete assembly.  See Photo 3245.  Add the plastic cover and add
the outside box.  Secure the cardboard box to skid with two (2) bands and 16 nails.

10.For the oven without the base kit and stainless steel top, follow steps 1 thru 6.  Add two
bands to secure conveyor to the oven assembly and add the cardboard box of loose
parts.  See Photo 3237.

11.Follow step 9 above.

Photo 3245

Photo 3227



WARNING
Improper installation, adjustment, alteration, service or

maintenance can cause property damage, injury or death. Read
the installation, operating and maintenance instructions
thoroughly before installing or servicing this equipment.

NOTICE
During the warranty period. ALL parts replacement and servicing should be

performed by your Middleby Marshall Authorized Service Agent. Service that is
performed by parties other than your Middleby Marshall Authorized Service Agent

may void your warranty.

NOTICE
Using any parts other than genuine Middleby Marshall factory manufactured parts

relieves the manufacturer of all warranty and liabilities.

NOTICE
Middleby Marshall reserves the right to change specifications at any time.

Middleby is proud to support the Commercial Food
Equipment Service Association (CFESA). We

recognize and applaud CFESA’s ongoing efforts to
improve the quality of technical service in the industry.
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